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About This Game

Start your career as a taxi driver in the city of New York and carry your customers safely and on time to their final destination.
Good reliability and consistency will be rewarded. Deliver satisfied customers from pickup to setdown. Take special orders and

extra trips to unlock additional vehicles and become the best driver in New York!

Features

3 realistic taxis

Realistic Driving and cornering ability

A well animated and detailed city

Realistic simulated traffic

6 different camera positions

3 different mission modes with different bonus systems
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Title: New York Taxi Simulator
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Little Freedom Factory
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1,5 GHz Pentium 4, AMD Athlon 1500+ or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce FX 5600, AMD 9500, Intel GMA 950 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard

English,French,Italian,German,Polish
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Can't quite wrap my mind around how they drive on the left side of the road, then 2 roads ahead its the right side, then its the
left side again then its the right then left then right then left then right. Thank god I don't live in NYC.. New york Taxi
Simulator compounds the numerous learnings and features of its forebears, while being familiar yet exciting, deep yet
streamlined, and complex yet approachable in how it presents all of its uniquely inventive systems.

The game\u2019s biggest mechanical change is the unstacking of roads. Rather than have all of your taxis indistinguishably
occupy one physical hex grid on the map (which is a really odd way of looking at New York, when you think about it), New
York taxi simulator adds Districts to spread your urban centres across a much larger landmass of newyork. These unique tile
upgrades are separate to the Taxis and Customers that still exist to provide your New yorkers with vital resources like money
and new taxis, but make expansion more creative while giving you a level of customisation over new yorks streets.
Victory conditions have also received a considerable shake-up in new york taxi simulator.
Improvement \u2013 is applicable to almost everything in New your taxi simulator. From its various routes to New york and
how those methods of play intertwine; to its leaders and the numerous interactions between those bold and colourful Passangers,
this is a supremely strong drivingexperience.

For such a complex and in depth game to feel so intuitive and remain fun is impressive. New york taxi simulator is the best 4X
Taxi simulator gaming to date.

THE GOOD
- New taxis, research and new york systems make this the most in-depth Simulator made
- It looks gorgeous
- The best of a 3-year-old series.
- Underlying formula remains as engrossing as ever

THE BAD
- Learning curve can be brutal
- Certain ideas could be better explained

10\/10. Great game if it was 2002, but not worth the electricity it cost for me to download. Especially not worth $5. No money
system, just a level system, and the "reviews" customers give you when you get them to their destination seems random. I
delivered a passenger safely and they asked if I got my license in a box of cereal. Irritated, I took another fare and did
everything I could to break my car. No damage physics, and the customer told me (after over a dozen collisions) that I was a taxi
driving pro. Thanks for stroking my ego.. more fun than cup of coffee. My two cents on New York Bus Sim and New York
Taxi Sim both released at the same time, by the same devs. My immediate thought was because of the price. Their intent was to
make a couple\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665simulators and that's exactly what they did. Any publicity, is good
publicity right? Not really, but good job. As far as the games go, it's open and shut. They are pure garbage, Controls are terrible,
UI was done by a 12-year-old. The city or "New York" is clearly European. Same goes for the cars\/assets and the
THUMBNAIL doesn't even match you GAME NAME! Don't just take my word for it, give it a watch. Thanks!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Q89nrLT7JBk. The game is worth a dollar right now. Take your dollar and use it to buy
anything but this game. It'd be better spent. This game does not represent even New York City, and even America itself
correctly.

Firstly, you're allowed to drive on the left hand side of the road. Does this game hate America?

Secondly, none of the taxis in this game represent the actual taxis that exist in NYC. The NYC taxi fleet are made up of
Toyotas, Chevys and Fords, and more, but not this unbranded abomination of a relic from the past century that looks like it
came out of communist Russia during the 80s.

Thirdly, the gameplay is terrible. Apart from the bs from the physics engine (is there even one?) that causes you to crash into
cars and lampposts alike, and the bland, endlessly repeating, poorly textured landscape, the game mechanic itself is very
elementary. By that I mean that this game contains about as much gameplay as a free flash game that you may be able to
find online somewhere like FreeOnlineGames or Miniclip.
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Fourthly, the levelling system. I wanted to explore the game further to write a more comprehensive review but the levelling
system is entirely aimless. The "Classic ride" passengers are never seemingly satisfied (might have something to do with all
the fire hydrants I'm hitting on the way), and always rate the ride 1\/5 stars. There is no explanation as to how this star
system is calculated, and therefore I would have had to find out by the method of trial and error. However, my patience had
run out two passenger rides into the game, so I never got a chance to find out the mechanics behind that system.

Overall, this game is NOT worth playing. There are free flash games out there that are better made than this game, and I
would definitely not recommend this game to anyone I know (except to maybe gift them the game to annoy them).

I have also made a video review that you can check out if you want the above description in less words and in more pictures.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MTcHJjFHYu8
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